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SYNOPSIS: Research shows that analysts following companies with a higher portion of
foreign operations provide more optimistic forecasts, presumably to maintain favorable
relations with management and thereby obtain improved access to information. We
examine the effect of the introduction of Regulation Fair Disclosure �Reg FD� on analyst
forecast bias for internationally diversified firms. We hypothesize that analysts’ incen-
tives to issue optimistic forecasts for such firms should be reduced in the post-Reg FD
era, because Reg FD prohibits firms from selectively disclosing management informa-
tion to analysts. First, we demonstrate that average forecast bias decreases for our full
sample of multinational firms. Second, we show that the positive relation between fore-
cast optimism and international diversification significantly declines �and even disap-
pears� in the post-Reg FD period. Reg FD appears to have been successful in reducing
analysts’ optimistic bias and in reducing the effect of forecasting complexity on forecast
bias for our sample of multinational firms. In a sensitivity test, we also find that the
relation between international operations and forecast accuracy improves in the post-
Reg FD period.

INTRODUCTION
.S. companies continue to become more internationally diversified. According to a 2005
report by Accenture, businesses with revenues exceeding $1 billion expect foreign sales
revenue to grow to an average of 42 percent of their total revenue over the next three

ears, up from 35 percent in 2005 and 26 percent in 2002 �Accenture 2005�. As companies
ecome more internationally diversified, their operations naturally become more multifaceted.
onsistent with such increased complexity, prior research provides evidence that expansion into

nternational markets increases the complexity of information processing for investors �Thomas
999; Callen et al. 2005�, managers �Kim and Mauborgne 1995; Birkinshaw et al. 2001�, and
nancial analysts �Duru and Reeb 2002; Khurana et al. 2003; Tihanyi and Thomas 2005�.

In this paper, we focus on forecasts made by sell-side financial analysts. Analysts are consid-
red to be sophisticated users of financial accounting information, and their role is to act as
nformation intermediaries in educating investors about firms’ future prospects �Schipper 1991�.
his role may be especially important for companies that are internationally diversified. Prior
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esearch finds that analyst forecasts are optimistically biased, especially for longer forecast hori-
ons �e.g., Richardson et al. 2004�. Optimistic forecasts are potentially costly to investors if, as
ndicated by prior research, investors do not fully unravel analyst forecast optimism �e.g.,
barbanell and Bernard 1992; Rajan and Servaes 1997; Thomas 1999; Dechow et al. 2000;
hurana et al. 2003; Bradshaw et al. 2006; Herrmann et al. 2007�. This calls for further research

hat investigates the determinants of forecast bias and considers how forecast optimism can be
itigated.

We examine how Regulation Fair Disclosure �Reg FD�, which became effective in the fourth
uarter of 2000, affected analyst forecast optimism for multinational companies. Duru and Reeb
2002� documented that greater corporate international diversification is associated with more
ptimistic analyst forecasts. Such optimism occurs when analysts attempt to gain favor with
anagement �Ke and Yu 2006�. Since firms with increasing international operations have earnings

hat are inherently more difficult to predict �as discussed in detail in the second section�, access to
anagement is important in obtaining additional private information in a timely manner. Begin-

ing with Reg FD, however, U.S. companies are no longer allowed to reveal material information
o select parties, including individual financial analysts. Now, all information must be disclosed to
ll interested parties at the same time, lessening �and potentially removing� an important incentive
or analysts to provide optimistic forecasts for firms with more complex operations. Therefore, if
eg FD has been effective in curbing selective information release, we expect to observe reduced

orecast bias for our sample of multinational firms. In other words, intentionally providing an
ptimistic forecast no longer provides a strategic advantage to analysts in gaining inside access to
anagers of multinational firms.

Our primary test involves examining whether the relation between international diversifica-
ion and forecast optimism changed post-Reg FD. The advantage of this test is that it provides
ome control for the effects of potentially immeasurable factors on forecast bias. That is, existing
esearch investigates whether forecast properties changed following Reg FD. However, a common
hallenge in these studies is the need to control for confounding events. In particular, other
acroeconomic changes that occur around Reg FD could affect forecast properties. By examining
hether the relation between international diversification and forecast bias was affected by Reg
D, we are able to conclude more confidently that any observed decrease in overall forecast bias

s not merely the result of “other” factors. To have a confounding effect in our model, a macro-
conomic factor would have to result not only in decreased overall bias, but would also need to
xhibit a stronger impact on firms that are more internationally diversified. This type of correlated
ffect is much less likely to occur than is a main effect on forecast bias.

We document a positive and significant association between international diversification and
orecast optimism during our pre-Reg FD sample period, 1996–1999. These results are consistent
ith the findings of Duru and Reeb �2002�. We then demonstrate that this positive association is

ignificantly reduced �and even disappears� subsequent to the implementation of Reg FD �2001–
004�. Reg FD thus appears to have attenuated analysts’ propensity toward issuing optimistic
arnings forecasts for firms with foreign operations. Our results provide evidence in support of
eg FD. By requiring equal access to material information, Reg FD appears to have lessened �or

emoved� the incentive for analysts to provide optimistically biased forecasts for internationally
iversified firms, potentially improving the quality of analyst forecasts and the decisions that
nvestors make based on those forecasts.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents a review of the
elated literature and develops our hypothesis. The third section discusses the research design
ncluding sample selection, variable measurement, and model specification. The descriptive sta-
istics and empirical results are reported in the fourth section. Finally, the fifth section presents the
ummary and conclusions.
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RELATED LITERATURE AND HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT
ptimistic Forecasts

A long line of literature has documented that analysts are biased in their long-range forecasts
f earnings �e.g., Abarbanell and Bernard 1992; Abarbanell and Bushee 1997; Rajan and Servaes
997; Dechow et al. 2000; Bradshaw et al. 2006; Herrmann et al. 2007�. Specifically related to our
tudy, Khurana et al. �2003� showed that analysts do not fully incorporate the persistence of the
oreign component of total earnings into their forecasts, potentially contributing to the foreign
arnings anomaly �Thomas 1999�.

One reason given for analysts’ optimistic bias is that they have incentives to please firm
anagement. Richardson et al. �2004� provided evidence that analysts “walk down” their earnings

orecasts, issuing initial optimistic forecasts presumably to curry favor with management, fol-
owed by more pessimistic forecasts immediately before the earnings announcement. This allows
ompanies to slightly beat earnings forecasts. In a recent experimental study using experienced
nancial analysts, Libby et al. �2007� found that the optimistic bias is significantly stronger when

he analysts have a good relationship with management than when their only incentive is to be
ccurate. Debriefing results indicate that analysts are aware of this bias and believe that it benefits
heir future relationships with management. The analysts most frequently cited favored conference
all participation and information access when describing benefits from maintaining good rela-
ionships with management.

The reason to please firm management most commonly cited by other research relates to
nalyst pressures to generate investment banking business �Dugar and Nathan 1995; Hunton and
cEwen 1997; Lin and McNichols 1998; Dechow et al. 2000�. However, such bias is potentially

armful to investors. In support of this allegation, major investment banks paid more than $1.4
illion in a landmark settlement with regulatory authorities in 2003 �SEC 2003�. Included in this
ettlement, investment banks agreed to increase the independence of analyst research provided to
etail investors by insulating research analysts from investment banking pressures. We now turn to
discussion of Reg FD, a regulatory reform that was motivated in part by the concerns expressed

bove.

eg FD
Reg FD was implemented by the Securities and Exchange Commission �SEC� on October 23,

000, and was effective for large U.S. firms as of the fourth quarter of 2000. The primary objective
f Reg FD is to eliminate favored access to material information. Reg FD requires disclosure of
aterial information to all investors and analysts simultaneously for intentional disclosures, or
ithin 24 hours in the case of unintentional disclosures. Arguments in support of Reg FD claim

hat equal access should improve the flow of information to the financial markets, reducing
eliance on management-provided information and increasing the quality of independent research
repared by financial analysts. In particular, by requiring equal access, analysts have less incentive
o provide optimistic research findings to obtain or increase access to management. On the other
and, The Association for Investment Management and Research �AIMR, now the CFA Institute�
enerally opposed Reg FD, fearing the elimination of private communication would reduce the
sefulness of analyst reports to investors �AIMR 2001�.

Research on the impact of Reg FD presents mixed findings. Some empirical evidence sug-
ests that Reg FD had a positive influence on the capital markets because it reduced return
olatility and the cost of equity capital, and increased trading volume and informational efficiency
e.g., Heflin et al. 2003; Bailey et al. 2003; Dhaliwal et al. 2006�. Other research suggests that Reg
D had a negative influence on the quality of analyst research, resulting in less accurate analyst
ccounting Horizons June 2008
American Accounting Association
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orecasts, greater forecast dispersion, and less informative research reports �Irani and Karamanou
003; Gintschel and Markov 2004; Agrawal et al. 2006; Findlay and Mathew 2006; Mohanram
nd Sunder 2006�.

A major challenge facing researchers wanting to study the effects of regulatory reform, such
s Reg FD, is how to control for other confounding events. In other words, it is not clear whether
he above findings can be ascribed to Reg FD or to other changes that happened over the same
eriod. In an attempt to address this important issue, Francis et al. �2006� replicated many of the
ests in the above studies, comparing results for domestic firms with those for foreign firms with
merican Depository Receipts �ADRs�, which are not subject to the disclosure requirements of
eg FD. Francis et al. �2006� conclude that changes in returns volatility, informational efficiency,
nd trading volume around implementation of Reg FD are attributable to contemporaneous events,
nd not to Reg FD per se. However, they document unique effects of Reg FD on the analyst
nformation environment. That is, the informativeness of analyst reports declined for U.S. firms,
oth absolutely and relative to ADR firms.

The use of a control group �such as ADR firms� is a potentially powerful way of isolating the
ffects of Reg FD from other “unknown factors.” However, it is not clear whether ADR firms are
ompletely unaffected by Reg FD �e.g., Mathew et al. 2007�. An alternative approach to using a
ontrol group is to use a “within-firm” control as part of the research design. This is the approach
e follow in our study, as detailed in the third section.

ypothesis Development

Research shows that international diversification increases the complexity of forecasting earn-
ngs in several ways. International diversification generally increases earnings volatility as it
ncreases firms’ exposure to global factors such as exchange rate risk, political risk, regulatory
ntervention, cultural differences, and increased competition. The literature consistently documents
reater volatility for the foreign component compared with the domestic component of earnings
Goldberg and Heflin 1995; Reeb et al. 1998�.1

Not only do foreign operations increase volatility, but also financial analysts tend to have less
nowledge of these potentially more volatile operations �Ashbaugh and Pincus 2001; Hope 2003;
ihanyi and Thomas 2005; Hope et al. 2008�. Foreign operations raise additional information
arriers because of language, cultural norms, and geographic constraints. Furthermore, differing
ccounting and legal systems increase the difficulty in forecasting the foreign component of
arnings �Duru and Reeb 2002�. In addition to these factors, Dunning �1993� lists differences in
rowth opportunities, competition, governmental regulations, labor relations, business practices,
nd market conditions across countries as contributing to the increasing complexity of

Studies show that international operations tend to increase the information asymmetry of earnings �e.g., Thomas 1999;
Duru and Reeb 2002; Khurana et al. 2003; Callen et al. 2005; Hope and Thomas 2008�. However, in theory, an increase
in international operations could have the effect of smoothing the firm’s earnings, which should make it easier to
forecast earnings. In an attempt to understand how international expansion affects earnings predictability, we correlate
the extent of international operations with changes in foreign earnings. Specifically, we �1� correlate the percentage of
foreign sales with absolute changes in foreign earnings in the year and �2� correlate a firm’s average percentage of
foreign sales over the sample period with the standard deviation of the change in foreign earnings over the sample
period. Both correlations are significantly positive. The correlation between the foreign sales percentage and changes in
foreign earnings is 0.252 �p-value � 0.001�. The correlation between the average foreign sales percentage and the
standard deviation of changes in foreign earnings over the sample period is 0.292 �p-value � 0.001�. As further
evidence, these same correlations with annual changes in domestic earnings are 0.023 �p-value � 0.082� and 0.035
�p-value � 0.243�, respectively. Thus, the evidence is consistent with the extent of foreign operations having a signifi-
cant influence on the predictability of foreign earnings �but not domestic earnings�.
ccounting Horizons June 2008
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nternational operations. Consistent with such increased intricacy, extant research shows that in-
ormation asymmetry is especially severe for foreign operations �Thomas 1999; Khurana et al.
003; Callen et al. 2005; Hope and Thomas 2008�.

In addition to “external” effects on outsiders’ ability to forecast future earnings discussed
bove, management discretion over reported earnings also typically increases with the extent of
oreign operations. The increase in management discretion is attributable to more than just a size
ffect, as it relates to the additional options that come with increased international operations.
uch options include both the opportunity to profit from �temporary� international market imper-
ections and from the ability to use transfer pricing to allocate income within the firm �e.g., Bodnar
t al. 1999; Duru and Reeb 2002�. In summary, higher foreign earnings volatility, international
nformation barriers, and greater management discretion in reporting foreign operations all lead to
reater complexity in forecasting earnings of multinational firms.2

Consistent with the above arguments, both theoretical and empirical research documents a
elation between forecast properties and the complexity of earnings �Das et al. 1998; Lim 2001�.

ost directly related to our research question, Duru and Reeb �2002� use a sample of U.S. firms
rom the Disclosure Worldscope Database for the period 1995–1998 and document that greater
nternational diversification is associated with more optimistic �and less accurate� forecasts. Their
nding suggests that foreign operations are one of the primary determinants of the complexity of
arnings.

We are primarily interested in examining whether the implementation of Reg FD affects the
elation between forecast bias and the degree of international diversification. As discussed previ-
usly, analysts following multinational firms tend to issue more optimistic earnings forecasts as
he earnings are more difficult to predict. Reg FD’s primary objective is to remove favored access
o management information by selected financial analysts or institutional investors. By removing
avored access, Reg FD in turn should reduce analysts’ incentives to provide optimistic forecasts.
irectly related to our research question, the effect of Reg FD on reducing analyst optimism

hould be more apparent as the proportion of foreign operations increases.3 Therefore, we hypoth-
size that the implementation of Reg FD will mitigate the association between forecast optimism
nd the degree of foreign operations. Our alternative hypothesis is:

H1: The relation between forecast optimism and the degree of foreign operations of U.S.
listed firms is reduced in the post-Reg FD period.

RESEARCH DESIGN
ample

We obtain unadjusted analyst forecast and actual earnings data for our sample of U.S. firms
rom I/B/E/S �Payne and Thomas 2003�. Our sample includes annual earnings forecasts for the
eriod 1996–2004 �excluding 2000� for firms with all fiscal year-ends. Consensus earnings fore-
asts are initially based on an eight-month forecast horizon �e.g., April forecasts for December

We focus specifically on international diversification as a measure of operational complexity, selecting a sample con-
sisting entirely of firms with multinational operations. In general, one could consider other proxies for complexity
besides international diversification including industry complexity �Dunn and Nathan 2005�, the number of business
segments reported under SFAS No. 131, or the number of subsidiaries included in consolidated financial statements.
Given that Libby et al.’s �2007� results suggest that the bias in analyst forecasts is in part a conscious response to
relationship incentives and that information access is perceived to be a major benefit of management relationships,
recent regulatory changes may have lessened but likely have not eliminated this incentive for biased forecasts.
ccounting Horizons June 2008
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ear-ends�. Consensus earnings forecast is defined as the mean of all analysts’ forecasts for each
rm-year observation.4 The number of firm-year observations with I/B/E/S data available to cal-
ulate forecast bias is 6,732.

We then require data from Compustat for several control variables: foreign sales percentage,
hange in domestic earnings, change in foreign earnings, number of reported lines of business,
arket capitalization, and exchange listing. These variables are formally introduced in the next

ection. Requiring Compustat data results in an additional 780 observations being deleted. Finally,
o help control for potential outliers, we delete the top and bottom 1 percent of forecast bias,
hange in domestic earnings, and change in foreign earnings in each year. The control for extreme
bservations results in 326 observations being deleted. Our final sample consists of 5,657 obser-
ations for two four-year periods: 1996–1999 �with 2,875 firm-year observations� and 2001–2004
with 2,782 firm-year observations�. The first period is the pre-Reg FD period and the latter period
s the post-Reg FD period.

odel Specification and Variable Measurement
We measure bias �BIAS� consistent with prior research �Duru and Reeb 2002�. BIAS equals

he consensus forecast of year t earnings at the end of year t�1 minus actual earnings for year t,
caled by stock price at the time of the forecast.

BIASt = �Ft−1�Earningst� − Earningst�/Pricet−1. �1�

So that the consensus forecast includes information related to reported earnings in year t�1,
e measure the forecast four months after the end of year t�1 �i.e., eight months before the end
f year t�. Positive �negative� forecast bias indicates analyst optimism �pessimism�.

Our test for a relation between forecast bias and the degree of foreign operations is based on
he following regression equation:

BIASt = �0 + �0FD + �1FORPCTt−1 + �1FD*FORPCTt−1 + �2�DOMt−1 + �3�FORt−1

+ �4LOBt−1 + �5SIZEt−1 + �6NUMESTt−1 + �7LOSSt + �8NYSEAMEXt−1

+ Industry-Year Fixed Ef fects + �t �2�

Our primary variables of interest are the foreign sales percentage �FORPCT� and the interac-
ion of FORPCT and an indicator for the post-Reg FD period �FD*FORPCT�. FORPCT is mea-
ured as foreign sales divided by total sales at the end of year t�1.5 The foreign sales percentage
s a common proxy for international diversification �e.g., Sullivan 1994; among others�.6 Consis-
ent with prior research, we expect �1 to be positive, indicating a positive relation between BIAS
nd FORPCT prior to Reg FD. Our hypothesis predicts �1 to be negative, consistent with a decline
n the relation between BIAS and FORPCT in the post-Reg FD period.

We include a number of control variables that may be significantly related to our dependent
ariable, BIAS. The change in earnings has been shown in prior research to affect analyst forecasts
Hope 2003; Tihanyi and Thomas 2005�. We divide the change in earnings into the change in

The results are not sensitive to the number of analysts included in the consensus. Similar results are obtained requiring
two, three, or four forecasts for each firm-year observation.
Foreign sales and total sales are calculated using geographic segment sales data from the Compustat Segment File.
Duru and Reeb �2002� perform a principal component analysis of foreign sales, foreign assets, and the number of
geographic segments. They find identical inferences in their paper using foreign sales or a principal component of
foreign sales, foreign assets, and the number of geographic segments. We also perform tests with principal components
using foreign sales and the number of geographic segments. All conclusions remain the same as when using only the
foreign sales ratio. We do not include foreign assets in our principal components analysis because of the nonavailability
of foreign asset data on Compustat after the passage of SFAS No. 131.
ccounting Horizons June 2008
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omestic earnings �∆DOM� and the change in foreign earnings �∆FOR� to separately control for
heir potential impact on forecast error.7 We include the variable LOB to proxy for industrial
iversification measured as the number of reported lines of business segments for which the firm
eports sales.8 We also control for industry fixed effects in each year.9 Firm size may have either
n increasing or decreasing effect on forecast error. Larger firms tend to provide better disclosures,
otentially lowering forecast bias. Offsetting this, larger firms are apt to have more complex
arnings, potentially increasing forecast bias. We control for firm size �SIZE� using the natural log
f market value.10 Analyst following is negatively associated with analyst optimism in prior
esearch �Das et al. 1998�. We control for analyst following �NUMEST� using the number of
nalyst estimates provided by I/B/E/S at the eight-month forecast horizon. Because analysts tend
o report more optimistic forecasts in loss periods �Brown 2001�, we include an indicator variable,
OSS, coded as 1 for observations with negative earnings in year t, and 0 otherwise �e.g., Brown
001; Duru and Reeb 2002; Hope 2003�.11 Finally, forecast optimism could be related to listing on
he major exchanges because of differences in the average level of information between the larger
nd smaller exchanges. We include an indicator variable, NYSEAMEX, coded as 1 for firms listed
n the NYSE or AMEX, and 0 otherwise.12

EMPIRICAL RESULTS
escriptive Statistics

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for the variables used in the study. Descriptive statistics
re presented in separate panels for the two time periods examined: 1996–1999 �Panel A� and
001–2004 �Panel B�. The mean BIAS is positive in both the pre- and post-Reg FD periods, but
ignificantly less positive in the post-Reg FD period. The median BIAS is also positive in both
eriods and significantly less positive in the post-Reg FD period. These results provide initial
escriptive evidence of an overall reduction in forecast bias around implementation of Reg FD for
ur sample of multinational firms. However, this finding must be interpreted with caution because
ichardson et al. �2004� showed that long-horizon analysts’ bias has been decreasing over time.
e control for other factors in a multivariate analysis on the association between international

iversification and analyst optimism discussed later in Table 2.
The mean foreign sales percentage increases over time, from approximately 32 percent in the

re- period to 37 percent in the post- period. Based on conclusions from prior research, finding an
ncrease in FORPCT over our sample period would suggest that BIAS should also increase. The
act that BIAS decreases in the post- period provides initial sample-wide evidence that Reg FD has
mitigating effect on the relation between international diversification and analyst forecast bias.

The average change in domestic earnings exceeds the average change in foreign earnings in
he pre- period, while the change in foreign earnings is greater in the post- period, although neither
ifference is statistically significant. The number of reported lines of business segments has in-
reased over time, from an average of 1.87 to 2.56 segments. This could be explained at least
artly by reporting changes related to segment reporting under SFAS No. 131 �Herrmann and

From Compustat, the change in domestic earnings is defined as the change in pre-tax domestic earnings �#272� less
domestic taxes �#63 � #173 � #211 � #269 � #271�. Similarly, the change in foreign earnings is defined as the change
in pre-tax foreign earnings �#273� less foreign taxes �#64 � #270�.
The number of reported lines of business is calculated using the Compustat Segment File.
Industries are defined using two-digit SIC codes as reported by Compustat. Including industry indicators controls for,
among other things, the fact that Reg FD follows the “technology bubble crash.”

0 From Compustat, size equals the log of year-end price �#199� times common shares outstanding �#25�.
1 Earnings are defined as actual earnings per share as reported by I/B/E/S.
2 Using Compustat, firms are defined as being listed on the NYSE or AMEX that have a ZLIST score of 1–5, 10, or

15–18. Results are consistent if we exclude NYSEAMEX from the model.
ccounting Horizons June 2008
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P

V Median 75th Percentile

B 0.0025 0.0181

A �0.0077 �0.0026

F 0.3094 0.4430

∆ 0.0069 0.0268

∆ 0.0025 0.0103

L 1.0000 3.0000

S 6.6719 7.9195

N 7.0000 13.0000

L 0.0000 0.0000

N 1.0000 1.0000

D 0.0023 0.0056

P

V Median 75th Percentile

B 0.0015*** 0.0170

A �0.0086 �0.0028

F 0.3572*** 0.4949

∆ 0.0020*** 0.0263

∆ 0.0018 0.0109

L 2.0000*** 3.0000

S 7.0127*** 8.2649

(continued on next page)
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TABLE 1

Descriptive Statistics

anel A: Pre-Reg FD Period (1996–1999; 2,875 observations)

ariable Mean
Standard
Deviation

25th
Percentile

IASt 0.0158 0.0437 �0.0027

CCURACYt–1 �0.0225 0.0406 �0.0235

ORPCTt�1 0.3216 0.1873 0.1680

DOMt�1 0.0047 0.0623 �0.0143

FORt�1 0.0035 0.0220 �0.0042

OBt�1 1.8685 1.3392 1.0000

IZEt�1 6.7985 1.7579 5.5247

UMESTt�1 9.4953 8.2188 3.0000

OSSt 0.0981 0.2975 0.0000

YSEAMEXt�1 0.6313 0.4825 0.0000

ISPt�1 0.0059 0.0142 0.0010

anel B: Post-Reg FD Period (2001–2004; 2,782 observations)

ariable Mean
Standard
Deviation

25th
Percentile

IASt 0.0121*** 0.0406 �0.0040

CCURACYt–1 �0.0214 0.0366 �0.0228

ORPCTt�1 0.3669*** 0.2008 0.2089

DOMt�1 0.0013 0.0959 �0.0225

FORt�1 0.0028 0.0283 �0.0048

OBt�1 2.5568*** 1.6739 1.0000

IZEt�1 7.1648*** 1.7428 5.9660



V Median 75th Percentile

N 7.0000** 12.0000

L 0.0000*** 0.0000

N 1.0000 1.0000

D 0.0024 0.0057

P
V ) (8) (9) (10) (11)

� .27 �0.17 0.67 �0.22 0.40
� .33 0.20 �0.68 0.24 �0.45
� .15 0.13 0.03 0.06 0.04

� .03 �0.02 �0.13 �0.01 �.013
� .03 0.02 �0.08 �0.04 �0.07
� .38 0.24 �0.10 0.31 �0.06
� 0.80 �0.23 0.46 �0.21
� .75 �0.10 0.29 �0.06
� .27 �0.14 �0.21 0.41
� .36 0.14 �0.22 �0.12
� .21 �0.08 0.31 �0.05

* n the pre-Reg FD period at the 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10 levels
u
a

(continued on next page)
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TABLE 1 (continued)

ariable Mean
Standard
Deviation

25th
Percentile

UMESTt�1 8.7505*** 7.2812 3.0000

OSSt 0.1585*** 0.3653 0.0000

YSEAMEXt�1 0.6104 0.4878 0.0000

ISPt�1 0.0060 0.0168 0.0010

anel C: Pearson Correlations above (below) Are for the Pre- (Post-) Reg FD Perioda

ariable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7

1� BIASt �0.92 0.05 �0.08 �0.03 �0.11 �0
2� ACCURACYt�1 �0.82 �0.03 0.10 0.05 0.12 0
3� FORPCTt�1 �0.03 0.02 �0.03 0.08 �0.05 0
4� ∆DOMt�1 �0.06 0.08 �0.01 0.12 �0.04 0

5� ∆FORt�1 �0.04 0.06 0.02 0.20 �0.05 0

6� LOBt�1 �0.05 0.05 �0.06 �0.01 �0.03 0
7� SIZEt�1 �0.24 0.34 0.08 0.02 0.07 0.37
8� NUMESTt�1 �0.16 0.20 0.08 0.01 0.06 0.17 0
9� LOSSt 0.47 �0.53 0.02 �0.12 �0.11 �0.11 �0
10� NYSEAMEXt�1 �0.09 0.12 �0.08 �0.01 �0.01 0.35 0
11� DISPt�1 0.24 �0.37 �0.03 �0.10 �0.06 �0.02 �0

**, **, * Indicates that the mean �median� in the post-Reg FD period is significantly different from the mean �median� i
sing a two-tailed t-test �Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test�, respectively.

Amounts in bold are significant at the 0.05 level.
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TABLE 1 (continued)

Variable Definitions:
BIASt � forecast bias defined as the consensus forecast of year t earnings four months after the end of year t�1

of the forecast;
ACCURACYt � forecast accuracy defined as the negative of the absolute value of forecast error, measured as consensus

year t�1 minus year t earnings, scaled by stock price at the time of the forecast;
FORPCTt–1 � the percentage of foreign sales to total sales;

∆DOMt–1 � the change in after-tax domestic earnings in year t, scaled by average total assets;
∆FORt–1 � The change in after-tax foreign earnings in year t, scaled by average total assets;

LOBt–1 � the number of reported lines of business segments;
SIZEt–1 � the natural log of market value;

NUMESTt–1 � the number of analysts included in the consensus forecast;
LOSSt � indicator variable equal to 1 for observations with negative earnings in year t, and 0 otherwise;

YSEAMEXt�1 � indicator variable equal to 1 for firms listed on the NYSE or the AMEX exchange, and 0 otherwise; an
DISPt–1 � standard deviation of analysts’ forecasts divided by stock price at the time of the consensus forecast use

required to calculate dispersion.
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TABLE 2

The Association between International Diversification and Forecast Bias

Full Sample
Pre-SOX
Sample

Full Sample with
Additional Controls

Predicted
Sign

Coefficient
(t-statistic)

Coefficient
(t-statistic)

Coefficient
(t-statistic)

ntercept ? 0.0318 0.0413 0.0208

�0.93� �1.13� �0.77�
D ? �0.0077 0.0008 0.0047

��0.20� �0.02� �0.13�
ORPCTt–1 � 0.0140*** 0.0184*** 0.0157***

�3.83� �3.35� �3.62�
D*FORPCTt–1 � �0.0141*** �0.0141* �0.0194***

��2.77� ��1.80� ��3.31�
DOMt–1 ? �0.0013 0.0211** �0.0081

��0.22� �2.28� ��1.10�
FORt–1 ? 0.0181 0.0498 0.0534***

�0.95� �1.75�* �2.56�
OBt–1 � 0.0009*** 0.0011** 0.0011***

�2.42� �2.10� �3.08�
IZEt–1 � �0.0036*** �0.0048*** �0.0028***

��6.91� ��6.20� ��4.53�
UMESTt–1 � 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001

�1.05� �1.04� �0.73�
OSSt � 0.0660*** 0.0676*** 0.0565***

�44.01� �31.04� �28.92�
YSEAMEXt–1 � �0.0009 �0.0004 �0.0009

��0.78� ��0.20� ��0.71�
SKEWt–1 � �0.0019

��1.10�
VOLt–1 � �0.0043**

��2.11�
ISPt–1 � 0.0102***

�4.98�
ndustry/year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes

djusted R2 0.4052 0.4111 0.4156

5,657 2,771 3,192
(continued on next page)
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homas 2000�. As expected, firm size has increased over time. The number of analyst estimates
ecreased slightly, from a mean of 9.50 in the pre- period compared with 8.75 in the post- period,
onsistent with findings in Irani and Karamanou �2003�. Approximately 10 percent of firms report
loss in the pre- period, whereas almost 16 percent of firms report a loss in the post- period,

eflecting the importance of controlling for the economic downturn that occurred in the post-
eriod. About two thirds of the sample firms are listed on either the NYSE or AMEX exchanges,
ith a slightly higher percentage listing on the two major exchanges in the pre- period.

In Panel C of Table 2, we provide Pearson correlations. Correlations above �below� the
iagonal are for the pre- �post-� period. Consistent with our hypothesis, a significantly positive
orrelation is seen between BIAS and FORPCT in the pre- period, but this correlation is not
ignificant in the post- period.

rimary Test

Table 2 presents the results from a regression of forecast bias on an indicator variable for the
ost Reg FD period �FD�, the degree of foreign operations �FORPCT�, the interaction of FD and
ORPCT, seven control variables, and controls for industry fixed effects in each year. Column 1
rovides the results for the full sample. We find that the coefficient on FORPCT is significantly
ositive, indicating a positive relation between BIAS and FORPCT in the pre-Reg FD period. As
he percentage of foreign sales increases, analysts become more optimistic. This finding confirms

TABLE 2 (continued)

**, **, * Significant at the 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10 levels using a two-tailed t-test, respectively.
he dependent variable in is forecast bias �BIAS�. The full sample consists of observations in the four years before

1996–1999� and after �2001–2004� Reg FD. The pre-SOX sample includes observations in the two years before �1998–
999� and after �2001–2002� Reg FD. The additional controls sample includes observations from the full sample period
hat also have data to measure earnings skewness, long-term earnings volatility, and forecast dispersion. To be included in
he sample, we require at least four observations to calculate skewness and volatility and at least three analysts’ forecasts
o measure dispersion. ESKEW, EVOL, and DISP are ranked each year from 0 to 9 and scaled by 9.
Variable Definitions:

BIASt � forecast bias defined as the consensus forecast of year t earnings four months after the end of year
t�1 minus year t earnings, scaled by stock price at the time of the forecast;

FD � indicator variable equal to 1 for observations in the post-Reg FD period, and 0 otherwise;
FORPCTt–1 � the percentage of foreign sales to total sales;

∆DOMt–1 � the change in after-tax domestic earnings in year t, scaled by average total assets;
∆FORt–1 � the change in after-tax foreign earnings in year t, scaled by average total assets;

LOBt–1 � the number of reported lines of business segments;
SIZEt–1 � the natural log of market value;

NUMESTt–1 � the number of analysts included in the consensus forecast;
LOSSt � indicator variable equal to 1 for observations with negative earnings in year t, and 0 otherwise;

NYSEAMEXt–1 � indicator variable equal to 1 for firms listed on the NYSE or the AMEX exchange, and 0 otherwise;
ESKEWt–1 � skewness of earnings per share over the previous ten years; and

EVOLt–1 � standard deviation of return on assets over the previous five years;
DISPt–1 � standard deviation of analysts’ forecasts divided by stock price at the time of the consensus forecast

used to measure BIAS.
ccounting Horizons June 2008
merican Accounting Association
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he results reported in Duru and Reeb �2002� using a different database, different forecast horizon,
dditional control variables, and slightly different pre-Reg FD time periods.13

Consistent with our hypothesis, the coefficient on FD*FORPCT is significantly negative. This
esult suggests that the relation between BIAS and FORPCT is significantly reduced in the post-
eg FD period. Further, the coefficient magnitudes on FORPCT and FD*FORPCT are approxi-
ately the same �0.0140 versus �0.0141�, indicating that the relation between BIAS and FORPCT

s not only reduced in the post- period but it has disappeared. The coefficient on FORPCT plus the
oefficient on FD*FORPCT is not significantly different from zero. Our results are consistent with
eg FD reducing analysts’ incentives to provide optimistic forecasts for earnings containing a
igher proportion of foreign sales.

Three control variables are associated with analyst forecast bias. The number of reported lines
f business has a significantly positive coefficient, indicating a positive relation between forecast
ptimism and the number of reported lines of business.14 Firm size has a significantly negative
oefficient, which indicates that earnings forecasts are more pessimistic for larger firms, possibly
ecause of the greater level and more conservative nature of disclosure for large firms. Finally, the
ariable LOSS has a significantly positive coefficient. This is consistent with prior research find-
ngs that analysts tend to be more optimistic for firms reporting losses �e.g., Brown 2001�.

ensitivity Tests

As discussed earlier, other potentially confounding events that could explain the reduced
ssociation between BIAS and FORPCT occur during our post-Reg FD period �2001–2004�. For
xample, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 �SOX� could reduce analysts’ incentives to issue opti-
istic forecasts. As another example, the $1.4 billion “global settlement case” by brokerage

ouses in 2003 may also have affected analysts’ behavior. One way to control for these “other”
vents is to exclude forecasts after their occurrence. To do this, we limit our post- period to two
ears following implementation of Reg FD �2001–2002�.15 To be consistent, we also limit the pre-
eriod to the immediate two years prior to implementation of Reg FD �1998–1999�. These re-
uirements reduce the sample from 5,657 observations to 2,771 observations. Results are reported
n the second column of Table 2. The coefficient on FD*FORPCT has the same magnitude as it
id for the full sample but is significant only at the 0.10 level �two-tailed�, potentially reflecting
he loss in power because of reduced sample size. An alternative explanation for the slightly
eaker results could be that Reg FD alone only partially reduces the optimistic bias and that Reg
D was reinforced by the passage of SOX �and other events in the post- period�.

3 Duru and Reeb �2002� obtain their sample from the Disclosure Worldscope Database for the period 1995–1998. All their
forecasts are from the March monthly update, so analyst forecasts have differing forecast horizons depending on their
fiscal year-end. We obtain our sample from I/B/E/S and report results for the pre- �1996–1999� and post- �2001–2004�
Reg FD periods. All of our analyst forecasts have an eight-month forecast horizon.

4 Further investigation reveals that the positive relation between forecast bias and the number of lines of business
increases in the post-Reg FD period. If the number of lines of business provides a reliable measure of operational
complexity, then finding an increase in this relation in the post-Reg FD period is counter-intuitive to the arguments we
put forward regarding the expected decrease in the relation between international diversification �i.e., our measure of
operational complexity� and forecast bias. However, since our sample is specifically designed to focus on international
operations �and hence we require all firms in the sample to have foreign sales, but have no sample restrictions related
to industry segments�, we do not believe that our research design can reliably address the effects of Reg FD on the
relation between industry complexity and forecast bias. We leave further investigation of this result for future research.

5 Forecasts for 2002 occur eight months before year-end. For example, forecasts for firms with year-ends of December
2002 are measured as of April 2002, which occurs before the passage of SOX �July 2002�. However, note that if SOX
also affected reported earnings, possibly because of a reduction in either earnings management or earnings guidance
�Guan 2006�, then the bias measure in 2002 might also partially include the effects of SOX.
ccounting Horizons June 2008
American Accounting Association
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We also consider three additional control variables used in Duru and Reeb �2002�: earnings
kewness �ESKEW�, earnings volatility �EVOL�, and forecast dispersion �DISP�. Similar to their
easurements, earnings skewness is measured as the skewness of earnings per share over the

revious ten years. Earnings volatility is the standard deviation of return on assets over the
revious five years. To be included in the sample, we require at least four observations to calculate
kewness and volatility. Forecast dispersion is measured as the standard deviation of analyst
orecasts divided by stock price at the time of the consensus forecast used to measure BIAS. To
easure dispersion, at least three analyst forecasts are required. These additional requirements

educe the sample size to 3,192 observations. Results are reported in the third column of Table 2.16

he coefficient on FD*FORPCT is similar in magnitude to that of the full sample and significant
t the 0.05 level. As predicted, the coefficients on skewness and volatility are negative, but only
he coefficient on volatility is significant. The coefficient on forecast dispersion is significantly
ositive, consistent with several prior studies showing that analyst forecasts tend to be more
ptimistic when dispersion is higher �e.g., Kwon 2002; Diether et al. 2002; Ciccone 2003; Johnson
004; Rees and Thomas 2007�.

In addition to repeating the test using a shorter time period, we also conduct tests using a
onstant sample of firms, where each firm is required to exist in both the pre- and post- period. By
sing a constant sample, concerns over correlated omitted variables are reduced. The disadvan-
ages of using a constant sample are that we impose survivorship bias and that we potentially
ower the power of our tests because of a smaller sample size. The sample size is reduced to 3,789
bservations but �untabulated� results remain significant at the 0.01 level for both FORPCT and
D*FORPCT, mitigating concerns that our results are driven by correlated omitted variables. As
nother “constant sample” test, we consider whether the change in analyst composition affects our
esults. We restrict the sample to a “constant analyst sample” by eliminating firms that have a
hange in mean analyst following from the pre- to post- period in the extreme quartiles.17 This
educes the sample from 5,657 to 2,903 observations. The coefficient on FD is significant at the
.01 level and the coefficient on FD*FORPCT is �0.0131 and is significant at the 0.10 level.

Duru and Reeb �2002� also test for the impact of international diversification on forecast
ccuracy, measured as the absolute value of forecast error. The results, when forecast accuracy is
ubstituted for forecast bias as the dependent variable, are reported in Table 3. The coefficient on
ORPCT is negative and significant in the pre-Reg FD period. As the percentage of foreign sales

ncreases, analysts become less accurate. These results for the pre-Reg FD period are consistent
ith those reported in Duru and Reeb �2002�. However, the positive coefficient on FD*FORPCT

uggests that Reg FD has the effect of reducing this negative relation �i.e., FORPCT no longer has
deteriorating effect on forecast accuracy in the post-Reg FD period�. Note that the coefficient
agnitudes on FORPCT and FD*FORPCT are similar ��0.0136 versus 0.0116�, indicating that

he negative relation between ACCURACY and FORPCT in the pre-Reg FD period disappears in
he post-Reg FD period. Analyst dispersion �DISP� is included to help control for task complexity.
he coefficient on DISP is negative and significant indicating that greater dispersion, a proxy for

ask complexity, is associated with less accurate analyst forecasts.
Since Reg FD had the effect of leveling information access across all users and not necessar-

ly increasing the total amount of information available, the inherent difficulty of forecasting
oreign operations likely persists in the post- period. If Reg FD induced a decrease in forecast bias
s we hypothesize, then all else constant �e.g., difficulty in forecasting foreign operations� we

6 Because the additional control variables are subject to extreme observations, we use decile ranks in each year.
7 The first �third� quartile is �4.25 �2.00� from the pre- to post- period. The median change in mean analyst following is

�1.25. If we instead eliminate firms with a change of less than or equal to four analysts following �i.e., ≥ �4 and ≤ 4�,
results are similar.
ccounting Horizons June 2008
merican Accounting Association
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TABLE 3

The Association between International Diversification and Forecast Accuracy

Full Sample
Pre-SOX
Sample

Full Sample
with Additional Controls

Predicted
Sign

Coefficient
(t-statistic)

Coefficient
(t-statistic)

Coefficient
(t-statistic)

ntercept ? �0.0563** �0.0637* �0.0280
��1.88� ��1.93� ��1.18�

D ? 0.0034 0.0005 �0.0027
�0.10� �0.01� ��0.08�

ORPCTt–1 � �0.0136*** �0.0173*** �0.0127***
��4.19� ��3.49� ��3.37�

D*FORPCTt–1 � 0.0116*** 0.0143** 0.0152***
�2.61� �2.03� �2.97�

DOMt–1 ? 0.0110** 0.0050 0.0047
�2.13� �0.59� �0.73�

FORt–1 ? �0.0113 �0.0027 0.0549***
��0.68� ��0.10� ��3.02�

OBt–1 � �0.0011*** �0.0012** �0.0011***
��3.57� ��2.52� ��3.41�

IZEt–1 � 0.0060*** 0.0068*** 0.0031***
�13.24� �9.75� �5.91�

UMESTt–1 � �0.0003*** �0.0003** �0.0001
��3.53� ��2.11� ��0.71�

OSSt � �0.0624*** �0.0627*** �0.0494***
��47.51� ��31.94� ��29.01�

YSEAMEXt–1 � 0.0007 0.0003 0.0008
�0.70� �0.20� �0.69�

SKEWt–1 � 0.0027*
�1.82�

VOLt–1 � �0.0011
��0.62�

ISPt–1 � �0.0201***
��11.25�

ndustry/year fixed effects Yes Yes Yes
djusted R2 0.4559 0.4506 0.4655

5,657 2,771 3,192

**, **, * Significant at the 0.01, 0.05, and 0.10 levels using a two-tailed t-test, respectively.
he dependent variable in is forecast accuracy �ACCURACY�. The full sample consists of observations in the four years
efore �1996–1999� and after �2001–2004� Reg FD. The pre-SOX sample includes observations in the two years before
1998–1999� and after �2001–2002� Reg FD. The additional controls sample includes observations from the full sample
eriod that also have data to measure earnings skewness, long-term earnings volatility, and forecast dispersion. To be
ncluded in the sample, we require at least four observations to calculate skewness and volatility and at least three analysts’
orecasts to measure dispersion. ESKEW, EVOL, and DISP are ranked each year from 0 to 9 and scaled by 9.
(continued on next page)
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xpect an improvement in forecast accuracy in the post- period. This is what we find. Holding the
ariability of forecast error constant, reduced forecast bias increases forecast accuracy.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Foreign operations represent a growing portion of most U.S. multinational companies. Firms

n the S&P 500 currently generate approximately 25 percent of their revenues through foreign
perations, and that percentage is expected to continue to grow in the future. Of the ten largest
.S. companies listed on the NYSE, nearly one-half of their revenues are generated from foreign
perations. Expanding foreign operations typically leads to more complex operations and earnings
hat are more difficult to forecast. We examine how firms’ international diversification affects
orecast optimism following Reg FD. An understanding of factors affecting forecast bias is espe-
ially important since research shows that investors are not fully able to unravel this optimistic
ias. Previous research shows that analyst forecast optimism is increasing in the extent of inter-
ational diversification, presumably because analysts want to curry favor with management when
aced with a more complex forecasting environment.

We hypothesize and find that analyst over-optimism is mitigated by the implementation of
eg FD, a regulatory reform put in place to diminish selective disclosure by firms. We first
ocument that the mean forecast bias is reduced following the implementation of Reg FD. Given
he challenges in tests of the overall effects of Reg FD on forecast bias related to how to control
or confounding events, we focus our attention on the interaction between international diversifi-
ation and forecast bias. Focusing on the interaction effect serves as an important within-firm
ontrol that has the potential to increase the reliability of our conclusions by controlling for a
umber of immeasurable firm characteristics. We find that prior to Reg FD, forecast optimism is
ignificantly positively related to the degree of international diversification, but after Reg FD,
here is no association between bias and international diversification.

Our results provide evidence in support of Reg FD. By requiring equal access to all material
ew information, Reg FD appears to reduce the incentive for analysts to provide optimistically
iased forecasts of internationally diversified firms, potentially improving the quality of analyst
orecasts and the decisions of investors based on those forecasts. We leave it for future research to
xamine whether investors’ decisions have actually improved for these firms.

TABLE 3 (continued)

Variable Definitions:
ACCURACYt � forecast accuracy defined as the negative of the absolute value of forecast error, measured as consensus

forecast of year t earnings four months after the end of year t�1 minus year t earnings, scaled by
stock price at the time of the forecast;

FD � indicator variable equal to 1 for observations in the post-Reg FD period, and 0 otherwise;
FORPCTt–1 � the percentage of foreign sales to total sales;

∆DOMt–1 � the change in after-tax domestic earnings in year t, scaled by average total assets;
∆FORt–1 � the change in after-tax foreign earnings in year t, scaled by average total assets;

LOBt–1 � the number of reported lines of business segments;
SIZEt–1 � the natural log of market value;

NUMESTt–1 � the number of analysts included in the consensus forecast;
LOSSt � indicator variable equal to 1 for observations with negative earnings in year t, and 0 otherwise;

NYSEAMEXt–1 � indicator variable equal to 1 for firms listed on the NYSE or the AMEX exchange, and 0 otherwise;
ESKEWt–1 � skewness of earnings per share over the previous ten years;

EVOLt–1 � standard deviation of return on assets over the previous five years; and
DISPt–1 � standard deviation of analysts’ forecasts divided by stock price at the time of the consensus forecast

used to measure BIAS.
ccounting Horizons June 2008
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